LEVO
LIFT EXPECTATIONS.

LIFT
DESIGN.

Today’s mobile workforce requires seating solutions that are both ergonomic
and affordable without sacrificing on style. Inspired by the Latin word levis,
which means to ‘raise’ or ‘lift’, Levo’s Y-shaped and three-point pivot system
adopts the same design language established by our revolutionary You® line.

LIFT
PRODUCTIVITY.

The growing trend of co-working spaces has created a demand for seating
that can easily adjust to a variety of users. Levo’s innovative proprietary hands-on
back mechanism provides lumbar support at five intervals, each marked with
a ‘click’ to remind users their preferred lumbar location. Designed in collaboration
with industrial design firm, Fig40, Levo’s back adjustment system reinforces
proper posture which increases workplace productivity.

LEVO TASK IN M6
FENNEL MESH AND
SMOKE FINISHES.

LIFT
COMFORT.

Levo’s steel frame provides structural stability, while its ribbed spine flexes
for tailored lumbar support, making it an ideal seating choice for those
seeking comfort. The seat is constructed of molded foam to reduce pressure
on the back of the thighs, while thoughtfully designed arms tilt inward
to provide forearm support.

LIFT
POSSIBILITIES.

Levo is available in 34 mesh colors over five patterns that can
be coordinated with an endless array of seat upholstery choices.
Frame, arm and base finish options include Smoke or Black
while an optional Aluminum base is also available.

LEVO TASK IN M6
FENNEL MESH AND
SMOKE FINISHES.

LIFT
STABILITY.

LEVO SIT-TO-COUNTER
IN M6 PEPPER MESH
AND BLACK FINISHES.

Levo can be specified with your choice of Basic Synchro Tilt, Synchro
Tilt or weight activated mechanism. Synchro Tilt mechanisms allow your
feet to stay firmly on the ground when reclining, while the weight activated
mechanism auto-adjusts to the user, which is ideal in non-assigned
seating environments.

LIFT
STANDARDS.

Levo can be specified as a Sit-to-Counter stool with an 8-inch
cylinder and Aluminum footrest that can be adjusted to support
working at standard desk or counter heights. Frame, arm and
base finish options include Smoke or Black.
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